
Creating a badge class



Open the issuer portal



Navigate to the
’Manage’ tab. 



Select the correct issuer



Click on ‘Add new badge 
class’.



Part 1: Basic information. 
All fields are required except for the ‘Learning outcome’.

Make sure a third party understands what the edubadge contains
and what the received party is able to do. Examples can be
found at https://www.edubadges.nl/catalog.

Description: General information about the edubadge. E.g. The 
Accounting badge is based on the course Accounting in the
bachelor program at example university, including the extra-
curricular Accountancy Event.

Learning outcome: Describe what an edubadge
holder knows/can do after receiving this edubadges. E.g. After
completion of the course, the student should be able to:
• Use a critical attitude to structure business challenges, by

employing accounting tools and techniques

https://www.edubadges.nl/catalog


Part 2 : Criteria
What does the edubadge holder need to do to receive
this edubadge.
E.g. To be eligible for the badge students should:
• Score an average grade of 

6 or higher for the examination of the course 
(two written tests).

When a badge can be claimed by students from other institutions , the 
option 'allowed institutions' appears and one or more institution(s) can be chosen 
whose students can claim the edubadge.
This option is only visible when your institution admin has set it up accordingly and 
when the badge you are trying to award is not accredited with study load.



Added study load is default. If you don't wish to include studyload, click the bin.

Part 3: Educational information
Consists of 3 sections that shall be discussed seperately on 
the following slides.

1. Study Load and Educational Identifiers

• Study load is an optional field. If your institution has not
chosen to use this option, the field will not be displayed.

• When you add study load to an edubadge, educational
identifiers are mandatory. When you remove study load,
these fields become optional.



2. Time investment

When an edubadge is not accredited with ECTS (HBO/WO) or 
SBU(MBO), the time investment necessary to achieve the badge can
be expressed in hours.



3. Educational Framework

Frames the educational field of the edubadge.

Example of an educational framework:



Requires a motivation from student before enrollment, which can be added by URL or text.

Requires the awarder to add a personal note before awarding the edubadge. After the badge 
has been awarded and the student has decided to make it public, it is optional for the personal 
note to be made public too.

Requires a student to show proof before being awarded the edubadge (e.g. a thesis). The 
awarder is obligated to fill out the evidence fields before being able to award the edubadge. 
After the badge has been awarded and the student has decided to make it public, it is optional
for the evidence to be made public too.

Makes a badge private so it will not appear in the catalogue and cannot be awarded yet.

None of these options are required.



When this box is checked, direct awarding the edubadge is not possible.

Check this box only when badge class belongs to microcredentials pilot.

Only when a badge is not accredited with ECTS/SBU can this option be checked. It allows the badge to be awarded
to acounts that have not been verified by an institution.

Requires an URL with evidence (e.g. a thesis) from the student before enrollment.

When this box is checked, self-enrollment by the student is nog possible. Only use this option if you use direct award 
to award edubadges.


